Additional Surgical Method Aimed to Increase Distractive Force during Occipitocervical Stabilization: Technical Note
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Objective: Craniovertebral junctional anomalies constitute a technical challenge. Surgical opening of atlantoaxial joint region is a complex procedure especially in patients with nuchal deformity like basilar invagination. This region has actually very complicated anatomical and functional characteristics, including multiple joints providing extension, flexion, and wide rotation. In fact, it is also a bottleneck region where bones, neural structures, and blood vessels are located. Stabilization surgery regarding this region should consider the fact that the area exposes excessive and life-long stress due to complex movements and human posture. Therefore, all options should be considered for surgical stabilization, and they could be interchanged during the surgery, if required.

Methods: A 53-year-old male patient applied to outpatients‘ clinic with complaints of head and neck pain persisting for a long time. Physical examination was normal except increased deep tendon reflexes. The patient was on long-term corticosteroid due to an allergic disease. Magnetic resonance imaging and computed tomography findings indicated basilar invagination and atlantoaxial dislocation. The patient underwent C0–C3–C4 (lateral mass) and additional C0–C2 (translaminar) stabilization surgery.

Results: In routine practice, the sites where rods are bound to occipital plates were placed as paramedian. Instead, we inserted lateral mass screw to the sites where occipital screws were inserted on the occipital plate, thereby creating a site where extra rod could be bound. When C2 translaminar screw is inserted, screw caps remain on the median plane, which makes them difficult to bind to contralateral system. These bind directly to occipital plate without any connection from this region to the contralateral system. Advantages of this technique include easy insertion of C2 translaminar screws, presence of increased screw sizes, and exclusion of pullout forces onto the screw from neck movements. Another advantage of the technique is the median placement of the rod; i.e., thick part of the occipital bone is in alignment with axial loading.

Conclusion: We believe that this technique, which could be easily performed as adjuvant to classical stabilization surgery with no need for special screw and rod, may improve distraction force in patients with low bone density.
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INTRODUCTION

Craniovertebral junctional anomalies constitute a technical challenge. Surgical opening of atlantoaxial joint region is a complex procedure especially in patients with nuchal deformity like basilar invagination. This region has actually very complicated anatomical and functional characteristics, including multiple joints providing extension, flexion, and wide rotation. In fact, it is also a bottleneck region where bones, neural structures, and blood vessels are located. Stabilization surgery regarding this region should consider the fact that the area exposes excessive and life-long stress due to complex movements and human posture. Therefore, all options should be considered for surgical stabilization, and they could be interchanged during the surgery, if required. Surgical treatment of this region is composed of decompression and stabilization. Bone quality of the surgical candidate is very critical for stabilization.

We aimed to report on a surgical technique performed adjuvant to the standard occipitocervical stabilization surgery to improve distractive force in a patient with low bone quality.

CASE REPORT

Case
A 53-year-old male patient applied to outpatients’ clinic with complaints of head and neck pain persisting for a long time. Physical examination was normal except increased deep tendon reflexes. The patient was on long-term corticosteroid due to an allergic disease. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT) findings indicated basilar invagination and atlantoaxial dislocation (Fig. 1). Bone densitometry showed a total T-score of -2.3 in lumbar region.

Surgery
The patient underwent C0–C3–C4 (lateral mass) and additional C0–C2 (translaminar) stabilization surgery.

Technique
The technique can be described as the binding to the occipital plate by extra rod without a need for additional kit between C2 translaminar and C0, that was performed as adjuvant to C0–C4 lateral mass and pedicle screw stabilization surgery. In routine practice, the sites where rods are bound to occipital plates were placed as paramedian. Instead, we inserted polyaxial screw to the sites where occipital screws were inserted on the occipital plate, thereby creating a site where extra rod could be bound. When C2 translaminar screw is inserted, screw caps remain on the median plane, which makes them difficult to bind to contralateral system. These bind directly to occipital plate without any connection from this region to the contralateral system.

Advantages of this technique include easy insertion of C2 translaminar screws, presence of increased screw sizes, and exclusion of pullout forces onto the screw from neck movements. Another advantage of the technique is the median placement of the rod; i.e., thick part of the occipital bone is in alignment with axial loading.

This technique could allow for more powerful axial loading by independent insertion from the existing system in such surgeries where C2 lamina is preserved. Besides, it does not require any additional kit or design since screws used in occipital region are already included in the current kit. In addition, the rod may be bound to desired region since screw holes on the occipital plates are used (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Magnetic resonance imaging and computed tomography findings indicated basilar invagination and atlantoaxial dislocation.
DISCUSSION

Craniovertebral junction is a complex structure due to presence of bones, neural tissues, and arteries. Mobilization of this region is provided by involvement of multiple joints. Therefore, surgical success rate depends on a successful stabilization, where many surgical techniques have been tried so far.

We hereby report an easy-to-perform surgical technique that may be done as adjuvant to previously defined surgical techniques.

Stabilization surgery of this region can be divided into two, as anterior and posterior stabilization[17]. In fact, higher number of surgical technique was described for the latter. Interlaminar grafting and wiring methods in posterior atlantoaxial fixation was first described by Gallie, which was then modified by Brooks and Jenkins[1] and others[6]. Failure of these techniques was highly probable due to relaxation of wires and melting the bony graft inserted. These led to development of plate and rod systems. Goel and Laher were the first to describe the stabilization of C2 and C1 lateral mass with anchor screw, which required cutting of C2 root to stabilize C1 and C2 with plate[7]. In addition, Harms and Melcher[9] in their study of 2001 used polyaxial screw instead of anchor screw on C2, and fixed it with the rod.

The technique was further modified by replacement with translaminar screw by Wright in 2004, which was called as Goel-Harms-Wright method[14]. Except this method, screw stabilization of C1 lateral mass include also Tan method[10] and Notch method[13]. Cutting of C2 nerve root may be a shared feature of all these techniques. C2 pedicle screw ensures a relatively rigid stabilization, which constitutes the first option for this region.

Major disadvantage of this screw is that pedicle diameter could not have a small size and it is anteriorly related to carotid artery, which makes it prone to injury by screw’s tip[17]. Stabilization with transarticular screw was first developed by Mayers and Seeman in 1987. This method provides very rigid fixation with high fusion rates[12,13].

Limitations of this technique include high riding vertebral artery, pedicle thickness, and insertion angle of screw[3]. C2 translaminar screw was first described by Wright in 2004[19]. It might be used in patients where stabilization with C2 pedicle screw was troublesome (in case of high riding vertebral artery or small pedicle diameter). Biomechanistic studies showed it had comparable stability to pedicle screw[5]. Advantages of translaminar screw are ease of applicability, no need for fluoroscopy, no relation with vertebral artery, and similar amount of stabilization as pedicle screw. The only disadvantage is the difficulty of connection to other systems. Occipitocervical stabilization was
first performed in 1980s with Ransford loop as the standard method. This method was performed by wire-binding of shaped rod to the occipital bone and cervical laminae. After 20 years of usage, the Olerud cervical fixation system was introduced in 1997. Short segment fixation with C0–C2 translaminar screw or pedicle screw provides a very strong stabilization in patients stabilized under C2. Similarly, their midline or bicortical placements were very strong in the relation of occipital plate to the occipital bone.

In addition, there are hybrid techniques in the literature where translaminar screw and various connections are simultaneously used. In our case, we tried to strengthen the stabilization by adding two rods to the midline adjuvant to stabilization of the occipital bone with classical pedicle and lateral mass. Postoperative CT and MRI images showed narrowed atlantoaxial interval with relief of compression on the spinal nerve. This method may be added to the occipitocervical stabilization by 2 extra rods without a need for any additional material. Moreover, rod may be connected to the desired site of the occipital plate, and difficulties regarding rod connection could be overcome.

CONCLUSION

We believe that this technique, which could be easily performed as adjuvant to classical stabilization surgery with no need for special screw and rod, may improve distraction force in patients with low bone density.
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